
PROFESSIONALS

Good workspaces are more relevant today than ever before.  
Moving from the traditional to the inspirational, the inviting 
workspace is one that encourages communication, 
collaboration, and creativity. 

THE INVITING 
WORKSPACE 



Oxford™ chair (3243T) in Embrace concrete grey leather.  
Pluralis™ table (KS424) in Walnut 82, brushed steel and overhang.
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The way we work is changing. And the demand 
for a more flexible and inspiring workspace is 
rising. Reshaping the office as an inviting and 
creative environment that people want to work in, 
our products reflect the needs of today to lift the 
working experience to new heights.

At Fritz Hansen, we believe that a workspace is 
enhanced by beautiful, functional, and high- 
quality design. 

OXFORD™ & PLURALIS™
Good partnerships come with flexible and focused 
solutions that set the scene for the modern 
workspace. The Oxford™ chair and Pluralis™ table 
unite in beauty and function to optimise the  
working experience with inviting elegance.

UPLIFTING 
THE WORKING 
EXPERIENCE



A RELIABLE 
DESIGN LEGACY 
 
Fritz Hansen has distinguished itself in the world of 
modern design through an unshakable commitment 
to beautiful, sophisticated, and functional products 
that lift the working experience. 

As we look toward the future, we strive to continue 
finding innovative ways to join our expertise in 
making premium furniture with new technologies 
and more sustainable materials, so we can continue 
to offer our customers the very best.

Our legacy is not something we lean back on; it is, 
rather, what pushes us forward, motivating us to 
continually do better.
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In front Oxford™ (3191W) in Remix 173 and satin polished aluminium base.
Pluralis™ (KS423) in White 122 laminate and polished aluminium base.



The Oxford™ chair was originally designed in 1965 
by Arne Jacobsen for St Catherine’s College in 
England. As a chair for professors in a hallowed 
institution, it had to be not only comfortable to sit 
in, but also beautiful to look at.

Reimagined with premium office spaces in mind,
the original design is upgraded to modern needs for
customisation and comfort. Shaped to support the
body as it sits, the classic design is optimised with
increased lumbar support.

The Oxford™ chair is a perfect example of how 
design and function go hand in hand, creating a 
timeless expression of beauty that enhances your 
workspace.

The Oxford™ is FSC™ certified.

FSC certification ensures wood is from forests  
that are managed with respect for sustainable, 
social and ethical standards.

The Oxford™ is GREENGUARD Gold Certified.

GREENGUARD Gold Certified products are certified 
to GREENGUARD standards for low chemical 
emissions into indoor air during product usage.  
For more information, visit ul.com/gg.

PRODUCT
CERTIFIED FOR
LOW CHEMICAL
EMISSIONS:
UL.COM/GG
UL 2818
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OXFORD™
Arne Jacobsen, 1965



Oxford™ chair (3293W) in Walnut Grace leather and Brown bronze base. 
Pluralis™ (KS420) in Walnut 82, Veneer and Brown bronze base and Kaiser 
Idell (6631-T Luxus) in high gloss and chrome.



OXFORD™
Combining minimalist design with modern 
technology, the Oxford™ chair is upgraded to ensure 
supreme sitting comfort. 

Offered with a low or tall backrest, increased lumbar 
support and a longer seat for a more natural sitting 
posture. Tilt mechanism and adjustable seat height 
ensure better respond to different body types and 
activities, while multiple base colour and upholstery 
textile options allow for total customisation. 

Available with a four-star fixed base as well as the 
classic five-star base with or without casters, that 
fit any table.

Please find full overview of models at  
fritzhansen.com. For more information contact your 
sales representative. 

STYLE WITH A 
PURPOSE

Oxford™ chair (3273W) in Black Grace leather and 
polished aluminium base. 
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Model: 3143T
Features: Medium back, fixed seat height 
Upholstery: Textile Remix 133
Base: Four-star base, Warm Graphite

Model: 3271W
Features: Low back, fixed seat height, 
armrest, castors  
Upholstery: Textile Remix 133
Base: Five-star base, Warm Graphite

Model: 3141T
Features: Low back, fixed seat height 
Upholstery: Textile Remix 123
Base: Four-star base, Brushed Aluminum

Model: 3273W
Features: Low back, fixed seat height,  
with armrest and castors 
Upholstery: Textile Remix 973
Base: Five-star base, Brushed Aluminum

Model: 3191W
Features: Low back, fixed seat height,  
with castors, height adjustable, tilt
Upholstery: Textile Sonar 0734
Base: Five-star base, Brushed Aluminum

Model: 3241T
Features: Low back, fixed seat height,  
wit armrest 
Upholstery: Leather Grace Dark Brown 
Base: Four-star base, Brown Bronze

Model: 3273T
Features: Medium back, fixed seat height, 
with armrest 
Upholstery: Textile Remix 233
Base: Five-star base, Brushed Aluminum

Model: 3191T
Features: Low back, fixed seat height, 
height adjustable, tilt 
Upholstery: Textile Vidar 222
Base: Five-star base, Brushed Aluminum

Model: 3171T
Features: Low back, fixed seat height 
Upholstery: Textile Remix 173
Base: Five-star base, Warm Graphite



As always, our designs can be configured to suit 
your specific project or need, including material 
options and technical features.

ENDLESS  
POSSIBILITIES  
& POTENTIAL

Armrests come in leather or hard plactic. 

OXFORD GLIDES 
Round glides for five-star base.



CASTORS

Soft or hard castors with or 
without brakes.

Black or polished aluminium 
wheel housing.

OPTIONS

Tilt mechanism and 
automatic return. 

BASES AND COLOURS

Select between four or five star 
base and choose a colour from 
the new palette.   

UPHOLSTERY

Choose from a wide 
range of durable and 

sophisticated
textiles and leathers. 

ARMRESTS

Optional armrests 
and armpads that fit 

under the table.

MODEL

The chair comes 
in low and medium 
height.

GLIDES

Select between standard or 
round glides.



A wide range of upholstery, base and colour options
unite material with function and cater to specific
workspace needs. Made to uplift standards using
premium materials that last for generations, our
furniture offers supreme durability and a timeless
aesthetic. Because we believe that great spaces
produce great results.

WARM GRAPHITE 180
NEW

POLISHED ALMINIUM BLACK 190 BROWN BRONZE 390 
NEW

SATIN POLISHED 
ALUMINIUM
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TAILORED
TO YOU

BASE COLOURS 

The base of Oxford™ is available with a four-star 
fixed base as well as the classic five-star base 
with or without castors, and comes in the following 
finishes: 
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UPHOLSTERY

The Oxford™ chair is available in durable and 
sophisticated textiles and leathers, as well as 
bespoke solutions to match your space.

Visit our product configurator at fritzhansen.com  
and discover all our standard options. 



Oxford™ chair (3191W) in Remix 123 and Warm 
Graphite. Pluralis™ table (KS422) in Mauve Brown 361 
Linoleum and Warm Graphite base.



FLEXIBLE 
FUNCTIONALITY

At Fritz Hansen, we believe that 
elegant design for the modern 
workplace should support users 
in the specific ways they need it. 

We strive to create office 
products shaped by innovative 
functionality and flexibility, from 
choices of colour, material, and 
form, to adjustable features 
that enable multiple levels of 
customization.
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Oxford™ chair (3243T) in Embrace concrete grey leather. Pluralis™ table (KS424) 
in Walnut 82, brushed steel and overhang. Concert™ pendant in white steel.





DESIGNED FOR EVERY MEETING 
The Pluralis™ table, designed by Kasper Salto, is 
made with room to grow. Transforming from a solo 
workstation to a generous conference table, the 
elegant, modern design is configurable in length 
and width to serve your workspace needs.

Set on supportive, angled legs retracted from the 
tabletop to create an inviting look, and additional 
central leg allows tabletops to be beautifully 
extended. New base colours offer more ways to 
customise, while perfectly complementing Fritz 
Hansen’s products to create coherent spaces.

Pre-selected configurations make it easy to 
structure an office space, and an optional overhang 
provides additional seating space. Practical 
power solutions and cable management ensure 
streamlined simplicity and heightened productivity.  

PLURALIS™
Kasper Salto, 2016/2021

The Pluralis™ (KS420-KS425) is FSC™ certified.

FSC certification ensures wood is from forests  
that are managed with respect for sustainable, 
social and ethical standards.
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Oxford™ chair (3291W) chair in Remix 123 and Vidar 786 and 
Warm Graphite base. Pluralis™ table (KS424) in oak veneer, 72 
and Warm Graphite base. 



As always, our designs can be configured to 
suit your specific project or need, including 
material options and technical features.

DESIGNED FOR 
EVERY MEETING

MODELS

The table comes in different 
standard widths. An elegant 
center leg allows tabletops to 
be extended infinitely.

CABLE 
MANGEMENT AND 
POWER SOLUTIONS

Black and silver cable hose 
for a streamlined look - and 
multiple power solutions.

80 cm / 31.5” 90 cm / 35.4” 120 cm / 47.2”100 cm / 39.4”



OVERHANG

Overhang available 
at one or both ends 
(+25 cm / 9.8 in) as a 
seamless extension of 
the table.

AVAILABLE WIDTHS

The table comes in 4 
different widths. 21

BASES

Four base colours to 
complement existing Fritz 
Hansen products, creating 
coherent spaces.

TABLETOPS

Choose from five 
sophisticated
tabletops in premium 
veneer, laminate and 
linoleum surfaces.

120 cm / 47.2”



Pluralis™ table (KS424) in Walnut 82 veneer and polished aluminium. 



MAUVE BROWN 361, 
LINOLEUM
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TABLETOPS

Pluralis™ is available in a selection of premium 
materials to match your space and needs. 

BASE COLOURS

The base of Pluralis™ is sculpted from aluminium
for lightweight durability. Choose from a selection
of premium finishes.

OAK 72, VENEER WALNUT 82, VENEER

POLISHED ALUMINIUM WARM GRAPHITE 180
NEW

BLACK 190

LAVA GREY 152, 
LAMINATE

BROWN BRONZE 390 
NEW

TABLETOPS AND 
BASE COLOURS

WHITE 122, LAMINATE



PRE-DESIGNED 
CONFIGURATIONS
Select pre-designed table configurations in length and width 
or create your own table. For bespoke solutions or sizes 
please contact the Fritz Hansen sales team.

Model: KS422
Single tabletop
Available with overhang one- or two end(s) (+25 cm / 9.8”)
Available widths: 80 cm / 31.5”, 90 cm / 35.4”, 100 cm / 39.4” 
or 120 cm / 47.2”
Minimum weight: 52 kg / 115 lb

Model: KS423
Two tabletops
Available with overhang one- or two end(s) (+25 cm / 9.8”)
Available widths: 80 cm / 31.5”, 90 cm / 35.4”, 100 cm / 39.4” 
or 120 cm / 47.2”
Minimum weight: 73 kg / 161 lb

Model: KS420
Single tabletop
Available with overhang one- or two end(s) (+25 cm / 9.8”)
Minimum weight: 41 kg / 90 lbn

Model: KS421
Single tabletop
Available with overhang one- or two end(s) (+25 cm / 9.8”)
Available widths: 80 cm / 31.5”, 90 cm / 35.4” or 100 cm / 39.4” 
Minimum weight: 46 kg / 101 lb

Model: KS424
Two tabletops
Available with overhang one- or two end(s) (+25 cm / 9.8”)
Available widths: 80 cm / 31.5”, 90 cm / 35.4”, 100 cm / 39.4” 
or 120 cm / 47.2”
Minimum weight: 96 kg / 212 lb

Model: KS425
Three tabletops
Available with overhang one- or two end(s) (+25 cm / 9.8”)
Available widths: 80 cm / 31.5”, 90 cm / 35.4”, 100 cm / 39.4” 
or 120 cm / 47.2”
Minimum weight: 139 kg / 306 lb



Oxford™ chair (3293W) in Grace Walnut leather. 
Pluralis™ table (KS422) Mauve Brown 361 Linoleum 

and Warm Graphite base. 
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Enhance your individual design with optional extras, 
thoughtfully created to get the best and most out of 
the selected Oxford™ or Pluralis™.

EXTRAS AND 
OPTIONS

Top frame 
A top frame with a standard four-socket 
strip can be integrated into the tabletop 
and concealed with a discreet lid that 
opens silently with the touch of a finger. 
Both lid and frame can be placed in several 
positions integrated in the tabletop. 

Power solutions 
Power frame in stainless steel or
choose a rectangular or round cable well.
Bespoke solutions are also available.
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Overhang 
A seamless extender overhang for both 
table ends provides additional seating for 
one and is available to match the tabletop 
of your choice. A tabletop with overhang 
comes as an full length tabletop. 
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DIMENSIONS

OXFORD™

Model: 3271T
Low back
5 Star base 
Fixed seat height
Weight: 10,96 kg / 23.7 Lb

Model: 3291T
Low back
5 Star base 
Height adjustable 
Tilting mechanism
Weight: 13,2 kg / 29.1 Lb

Model: 3271W
Low back
5 Star base on castors 
Fixed seat height
Weight: 11,67 kg / 25.7 Lb

Model: 3141T
Low back
4 Star base 
Fixed seat height
Weight: 8,3 kg / 18.3 Lb

Model: 3171W
Low back
5 Star base on castors 
Fixed seat height
Weight: 9,7 kg / 20.7 Lb

Model: 3171T
Low back
5 Star base
Fixed seat height
Weight: 8,67 kg / 19 lb

Model: 3191T
Low back
5 Star base 
Height adjustable 
Tilting mechanism
Weight: 10,8 kg /23.8 Lb

Model: 3191W
Low back
5 Star base on castors 
Height adjustable 
Tilting mechanism
Weight: 11,5 kg / 25.4 Lb

Model: 3241T
Low back
4 Star base 
Fixed seat height
Weight: 10,6 kg / 23.4 Lb
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Model: 3243T
Medium back
4 Star base 
Fixed seat height
Weight: 11,14 kg / 24.6 Lb

Model: 3273T
Medium back
5 Star base 
Fixed seat height
Weight: 11,51 kg / 25.4 Lb

Model: 3293T
Medium back
5 Star base
Height adjustable 
Tilting mechanism
Weight: 13,64 kg / 30 lb

Model: 3291W
Low back
5 Star base 
Height adjustable 
Tilting mechanism 
Weight: 8,67 kg / 19 lb

Model: 3193T
Medium back
5 Star base
Height adjustable 
Tilting mechanism
Weight: 11,35 kg / 25 lb

Model: 3143T
Medium back
Fixed seat height
4 Star base 
Weight: 8,85 kg / 19.5 Lb

Model: 3173T
Medium back
5 Star base
Fixed seat height
Weight: 9,22 kg / 20.3 Lb

Model: 3173W
Medium back
5 Star base on castors 
Fixed seat height
Weight: 9,93 kg / 21.9 Lb

Model: 3193W
Medium back
5 Star base on castors 
Height adjustable 
Tilting mechanism
Weight: 12,05 kg / 26.6 Lb
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DIMENSIONS

Model: 3273W
Medium back
5 Star base on castors 
Fixed seat height
Weight: 12,22 kg / 26.9 Lb
Weight: 14,34 kg / 31.6 Lb

Model: 3293W
Medium back 
5 Star base on castors 
Height adjustable 
Tilting mechanism
Weight: 14,34 kg / 31.6 Lb

Oxford™ chair (3243T) in Embrace concrete grey leather and 
Pluralis™ table (KS424) in Walnut 82 veneer and polished aluminium. 
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Model: KS422
Single tabletop
Available with overhang one- or two end(s) (+25 cm / 9.8”)
Available widths: 80 cm / 31.5”, 90 cm / 35.4”, 100 cm / 
39.4” or 120 cm / 47.2”
Minimum weight: 52 kg / 115 lb

Model: KS423
Two tabletops
Available with overhang one- or two end(s) (+25 cm / 9.8”)
Available widths: 80 cm / 31.5”, 90 cm / 35.4”, 100 cm / 
39.4” or 120 cm / 47.2”
Minimum weight: 73 kg / 161 lb

Model: KS420
Single tabletop
Available with overhang one- or two end(s) (+25 cm / 9.8”)
Minimum weight: 41 kg / 90 lbn

Model: KS421
Single tabletop
Available with overhang one- or two end(s) (+25 cm / 9.8”)
Available widths: 80 cm / 31.5”, 90 cm / 35.4” or 100 cm / 39.4” 
Minimum weight: 46 kg / 101 lb

Model: KS424
Two tabletops
Available with overhang one- or two end(s) (+25 cm / 9.8”)
Available widths: 80 cm / 31.5”, 90 cm / 35.4”, 100 cm / 
39.4” or 120 cm / 47.2”
Minimum weight: 96 kg / 212 lb

Model: KS425
Three tabletops
Available with overhang one- or two end(s) (+25 cm / 9.8”)
Available widths: 80 cm / 31.5”, 90 cm / 35.4”, 100 cm / 
39.4” or 120 cm / 47.2”
Minimum weight: 139 kg / 306 lb

PLURALIS™
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FLEXIBLE SEATING
WITH WHEELS

DISCOVER MORE 
Rethinking tomorrow’s workspace, Fritz Hansen’s
range of office furniture is designed with aesthetics
and function in mind, for lifted wellbeing and
productivity. Explore our portfolio of furniture for
workspaces at our website fritzhansen.com

NO2™ Recycle (NO2-30/31) in Grey and Light Blue plastic and polished 
aluminum and Pluralis™ (KS420) in Oak, 72, veneer and polished aluminum. 
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GRAND PRIX™
Available upon request
Material: Oak
Design: Arne Jacobsen, 1957

SERIES 7™
Model: 3117
Material: Full Uph. (Cat. 5)
Design: Arne Jacobsen, 1955

N02™ RECYCLE
Model: N02-30
Material: Plastic
Design: Nendo, 2019

SERIES 7™
Model: 3117
Material: Full Uph.
Design: Arne Jacobsen, 1955

SERIES 7™
Model: 3217
Material: Front Uph. (Cat. 3)
Design:  Arne Jacobsen, 1955

LITTLE GIRAFFE™
Model: 3211,
Material: Leather
Design: Arne Jacobsen, 1959/2018

LITTLE GIRAFFE™
Model: 3211,
Material: Uph. (Cat. 1)
Design: Arne Jacobsen, 1959/2018

GRAND PRIX™
Available upon request
Material: Full Uph.
Design: Arne Jacobsen, 1957

N02™ RECYCLE
Model: N02-31
Material: Plastic
Design: Nendo, 2019



PRODUCTS MADE 
TO LAST

Drawing on a history of collaborations with 
some of the world’s most brilliant designers, 
Fritz Hansen furniture is made to last through 
generations. Durability is a fundamental 
consideration in our designs.

In front Little Giraffe™ (3201) in Walnut leather and black base, Plenum™ Sofa (JH1003) 
in Capture 6001 and Little Friend (KS12) in  Walnut veneer and black base.  



GET THE FILES 
YOU NEED

LEARN MORE 

NEWSLETTER
Sign up at:
fritzhansen.com/newsletter

DOWNLOADS
Find 2D & 3D files, imagery, 
product facts and much more at:
downloads.fritzhansen.com

INSTAGRAM
@fritzhansen

PINTEREST
Fritz Hansen™

FACEBOOK
Fritz Hansen

LINKEDIN
Fritz Hansen

GET IN TOUCH

SALES - ASIA & OCEANIA
customerserviceasia@fritzhansen.com
Tel: +81 3 3400 3316

SALES - EUROPE
salessupport@fritzhansen.com
Tel: +45 70 80 70 90

SALES - NORTH AMERICA
info@fritzhansen.com
Tel: +001 212 219 3226

PRESS - GLOBAL
press@fritzhansen.com

HEADQUARTERS
 
FRITZ HANSEN A/S
Allerødvej 8
3450 Allerød
Denmark
Tel: +45 48 17 23 00

Fritz Hansen offers a wide range of furniture for the 
modern workspace. Discover our porfolio and get 
inspired at fritzhansen.com 

At our Downloads site, you can find 2D, 3D and revit 
files to support your project. Discover more here:
downloads.fritzhansen.com
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FRITZHANSEN.COM


